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Abstract

We investigated the impact of using detectors made of
lutetium oxyorthosilicate (LSO) on the count rate per-
formances of wholebody PET tomographs.. To that end,
we used a simple computational model that predicts the
prompt and random contributions to the total event rate in
septaless PET tomographs. Dead time factors at all stages
of a typical event acquisition stream are calculated from
specified values of their respective processing clock cycle.
We validated our approach by fitting the true, random and
multiple count rates measured with the ECAT-953B and
the EXACT HR PLUS scanners for a standard 20x20 cm
cylindrical phantom. We then investigated the implica-
tions of using position encoding detectors made of LSO in
the EXACT HR PLUS scanner geometry. The results indi-
cate that only replacing BGO by the faster LSO incurs no
appreciable change in the maximum noise-equivalent-count
(NEC) rate of that scanner. However, one could realisti-
cally increase the NEC by a factor 2.5 using a 4 nsec coinci-
dence window width with the detector processing front-end
operating on a 128 nsec clock cycle. Further reducing the
coincidence window width to 600 psec and the front-end
clock cycle to 64 nsec leads to an increase of the NEC by a
factor 7.5. To sustain the operation of an HR PLUS with
these specifications, the saturation bandwidth of the data
acquisition system would have to be increased to no more
than 4.5 MHz.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in the techniques for growing lutetium
oxyorthosilicate (LSO) in large quantities at competitive
cost, are leading towards the development of new PET
cameras based on this efficient, bright and fast inorganic
scintillator. LSO offers bulk characteristics that are com-
parable to those of BGO, excepting a light yield 3 to 5
times greater and a much smaller decay time of 40 nsec [1].
Its higher light yield should lead to direct improvements of
the energy, position and timing resolutions achieved with
PET detectors, while its lower decay time should bring an
overall reduction of dead time losses and thus increased
tomograph count rate throughput.

The prime motivation for this work was to investigate
the impact of using position encoding detectors [2] made of
LSO on the count rate characteristics of present PET scan-
ners. Our study is based on a simple computational model
that predicts the prompt and random contributions to the
total event rate of septaless ring cameras. We chose an an-
alytical approach as it offers the advantage of preserving
the explicit dependence of the various contributions to the
count rate upon the scanner geometry and the design of its
acquisition chain. Special care was paid to describing count
losses occurring in each element of an acquisition system
typical of wholebody tomographs. Dead time losses in the
detectors and in the subsequent stages of the acquisition
were hence explicitly decoupled from one another and all
taken from design specifications of the scanner. Dead time
factors in the detectors, in the event processing front-end,
or buckets, and in the coincidence unit are calculated from
known values of their respective processing clock cycle.

The model is constrained to the case of an annular multi-
ring camera without septa with a cylindrical phantom filled
with uniform activity in the field-of-view (FOV). Although
perhaps limited to one practical case, our formalism has
the advantage of being much simpler than previous work
by Cho el al. [3] for a spherical camera with septa. Our
analytical approach also preserves an explicit dependence
of the various tomograph count rate components upon its
geometry. This represents a clear advantage compared to
sophisticated Monte Carlo simulations [4, 5, 6] in rapidly
assessing the merit of new cylindrical geometries. Also at
variance with recent work by Eriksson et al. [7], our for-
malism accounts for the dead time losses by relying on the
tomograph timing specifications as opposed to inclusive
values fitted from the data. This allows one to investigate
independently the merits of modifications to the timing of
each level of the data acquisition chain.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In the next section we develop our analytical count rate
model. The ideal rates of single events as well as those of
true, random and multiple coincidences are derived from
simple geometrical considerations. We then introduce a
simple prescription to parameterize dead time losses to
single and coincidence events at various levels of the data
flow chain typical of modern wholebody tomographs. In
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section III. a validation of our approach is presented. The
model is shown to reproduce to a good accuracy the mea-
sured count rate performances of the ECAT-953B and EX-
ACT HR PLUS scanners manufactured by Siemens-CTI.
Section IV. is finally dedicated to a study of the implica-
tions of using LSO detectors. The discussion is constrained
to the geometry and architecture of the EXACT HR PLUS
scanner to better judge on the relative impact of imple-
menting LSO in a modern PET camera. The benefits of the
exchange BGO—>LSO are investigated with special atten-
tion paid to timing specifications that would yield signifi-
cant improvements to the actual HR PLUS performances.
The maximum NEC rate [8] and saturation activity are
used to quantify such potential improvements.

II. COUNT RATE MODEL

A. The Raits of Single and Trut Events

Initially, neglecting the effect of Compton scattering in the
phantom, the rate of single events, hereby termed "sin-
gles'", that are emitted in the acceptance of a tomograph
can be estimated from simple geometrical considerations.
Given a unit element on the tomograph's detection sur-
face, the rate of single photons incident in the solid angle
dQ subtended by this element can be expressed as:

d.X,(cd) = —(dAVndQ.
4ir (1)

where A is the specific activity of the phantom, V'n the
phantom's volume seen by the element of detection and id

is a detection efficiency. The factor 2/4— accounts for the
fact that each positron decay yields two photons over the
full spherical solid angle.

For the practical case where a standard cylinder filled
with active water is in the FOY of a septaless ring tomo-
graph. l'n is the product of the cross-sectional area of the
phantom. nRPff, and its length. LPH . This holds true for
the usual multi-ring cylindrical geometry in which the ax-
ial acceptance of singles is bounded by ±RdZd/{Rd - Re),
where Rd and Zd are respectively the ring radius and the
axial extent of the tomograph and where Re specifies the
end-shield radius. Integrating over the solid angle of the
tomograph yields the total single rate:

N,(ed) = £- /
n

= Atd(nRPH)LPH (?£ (2)

The rate of true coincidence events, hereby termed
"trues", may be obtained from similar geometric consid-
erations. Considering again a unit detection element sub-
tending a solid angle dfi, on the tomograph's surface, the
rate of true events can be written as:

where the factor 1/2TT implies that a positron decay de-
fines a unique line-of-response (LOR) over half the spher-
ical solid angle. The equation relies on the assumption
that a unit element of detection sees a volume V'n of the
phantom given by the product of its cross-sectional area
and an effective length, L'PH. This length is fixed by the
requirement that the unit element of detection can be in
coincidence with another one in any ring on the opposite
side of the tomograph. For the practical case of a cylindri-
cal phantom, one easily shows that L'PH = Zd/2, provided
the phantom is longer than Z&. Integrating over half the
solid angle of the tomograph ring then yields:

§ 9 *>•
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B. Accounting for Compton Scattering

Scattering in the phantom volume or the tomograph mate-
rial is easily accounted for by the introduction of a survival
probability for single photons. This probability factor is
the ratio of the number of single photons detected after
their passage through the phantom volume or tomograph
passive material to that expected from the same phantom
volume in the absence of any interaction. This factor is ex-
pressed as the sum of two contributions, P° and />,', that
are respectively the probabilities that a single photon will
be detected after undergoing zero or at least one Compton
interaction. Averaging P° and P,1 over the volume of the
phantom, the rate of detected single events becomes:

K{<d) = {P? + P!)K,(€d). (5)

The rate of true events is also reduced by a survival
probability factor accounting for Compton interactions in
the phantom volume or tomograph passive material. This
factor is the ratio of the number of true events detected
after the passage of both photons through the phantom or
tomograph material to that expected from the same phan-
tom volume in the absence of any Compton interaction.

It is convenient to express this ratio as the sum of three
contributions: P°Tues. P?rues and P,2

rue, that are respec-
tively the probabilities that none, one or both photons of
the coincidence underwent at least one scattering interac-
tion before reaching the detectors. The rate of coincidence
events is then expressed as:

(3)

(6)

where the first term explicitly gives the rate of unscattered
events, while the remainder accounts for scattered ones.
Values of P°, P,1, P°.ue>, Pt\ue> and P t

2
rue, can be obtained

either analytically or by using Monte Carlo techniques.
The method used here for their evaluation will be detailed
in section III..
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C. Tht Randoms and Multiples

Random coincidence events, termed "randoms", occur
when two uncorrelated singles are detected in the resolving
time of a coincidence window. Their rate depends on the
single rate in each detector and on the number of pairs of
detectors accepted by the coincidence logic. In state-of-
the-art tomographs, detectors are grouped into so called
buckets. Detectors in a given bucket share a single data
pathway to send time and address information to a coinci-
dence logic unit called the coincidence processor. A bucket
can usually be in coincidence with any other bucket other
than itself and a number of adjacent ones. The number of
allowed bucket pairs is then given by:

Blocks

where nbUck is the number of buckets spanning 2n along
the transaxial angle and ntzcl is the number of buckets
excluded by the coincidence processor. The rate of random
coincidences is accordingly:

= rco,,,c
"luck

(8)

where rc;,,.,( is the coincidence window resolving time.
Multiple coincidence events, termed '"multiples", may

also be acquired by the coincidence processor. Consider-
ing only three-fold events, there are two sources of multi-
ples. The first case occurs when an uncorrelated single is
in coincidence with the two photons of a true event. Such
an event is termed here a "true+single". The second case
occurs when three uncorrelated singles are in coincidence.
This is termed a "random+single". Such multiples may
be tagged by the coincidence processor and separately ac-
quired. Their respective rates are given by:

nbuck

(10)
lpair

where ntTiPi is the total number of possible triple coinci-
dences that can be accepted by the coincidence processor.
As will be discussed in section III., this last factor depends
on the design of the coincidence processor.

D. Considering the Dead Time Losses

Our model accounts for four major sources of event losses
associated with processing dead times typically found in
modern tomographs. These losses occur at the detectors,
the buckets, the coincidence processor and the data acqui-
sition system (DAS). The location of these sources of loss
are represented by bold dots in Figure 1 which presents a
schematic of the event processing stream typical of modern
wholebody tomographs such as those of the EC AT series
manufactured by Siemens-CTI [9].

Figure 1: Schematic representation of dead time loss sources
included in our model.

Single events may first be lost at the block detector level.
These losses are introduced in our model by scaling down
the detection efficiency, tj, by the product of appropri-
ate dead time correction factors. This approach offers the
advantage of simultaneously correcting the rate of single
events as well as those of trues, randoms and multiples
through a simple renormalization off the detection effi-
ciency. The prescription goes as follows. Initially. cd. is
calculated from the thickness of the blocks and the atten-
uation length of 511 keV photons in the detector active
material. The correction for dead time losses to the single
rate at the block detector level can then be evaluated to
a good approximation with the modification
that:

. , 1

x exp (-niockN, (ed)/nbiOck)

such

(11)

where N,(td) is the scatter corrected single rate from equa-
tion (5). The exact form of this correction factor follows
from simple considerations. At moderate rates, singles can
be lost if they interact within the fixed time, niock, taken
by an analog to digital converter (ADC) to integrate the
energy signal left by an accepted event. At high incom-
ing rates, two or more singles may pile-up in the block
within a time much smaller than Tvocfc. In this situa-
tion all events are lost because the net signal is above an
upper discriminator level. The dead time correction fac-
tor is therefore the probability that an event was not ig-
nored during the integration period, times the probability
that no event overlapped during that same time causing
a signal above the upper threshold [9]. In equation (11)
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the former probability takes the usual 1/(1 + TX) form
for non-paralyzable dead time losses, while the latter ap-
pears as an exponential which gives the paralyzable system
losses [10]. Also, the total single rate, A', («<(), is divided
by the number of block detectors in the entire tomograph,
nbiock- to obtain the single rate per detector. For a given
ring tomograph, ntjocfc is the product of the number of
rings by the number of buckets by the number of blocks
per bucket; nuock = nring x n),uck x nbn,k. Finally, an-
other efficiency tthr is introduced at this point to possibly
account for thresholding as well as for the packing gaps
between adjacent blocks.

Single events are secondly lost at the bucket level. Every
detector in a given bucket has a dedicated input channel to
present an event to the bucket logic, which will in turn ar-
bitrate between all busy channels to output only one event
in a processing time period of v,uck. Since a bucket can
send only one event to the coincidence processor in a given
clock cycle, losses will occur at its output channel if more
than one detector presents an event. Accordingly, losses at
that level are easily accounted for by renormalizing the de-
tection efficiency of equation (11). <'d. by a non-paralyzable
dead time factor which is a function of the rate of single
events presented to a bucket:

1
(12)

A third source of loss occurs when more than one true,
scattered or random coincidence collides at the coincidence
processor, which can only pass one coincidence event per
time interval. Tproc. To account for losses in the coinci-
dence processor, each component of the total rate of events
presented by the buckets to the coincidence processor is
scaled down by a non-paralyzable factor according to:

(13)

where » stands for trues; unscattered or scattered: as well
as for randoms: multiples or not. Here. A'tof (e'd') is the total
rate presented to the coincidence processor by the buckets
and is given by:

Note that in equation (14) the randoms are explicitly ac-
quired once in the coincidence window and once more in
a "delayed coincidence window". Also note that the mul-
tiples are tagged and acquired as part of the trues or ran-
doms and should not be subtracted or double counted at
this level. The correction factor for the coincidence pro-
cessor dead time assumes that always one of two or more
possible coincidence events are acquired when a multiple
is presented to the coincidence processor. The total rate is
also explicitly divided by the number of coincidence pro-
cessors, nproc, running in parallel, as one may have a ded-
icated coincidence unit for each possible pair of block ring
addresses in order to reduce losses at that level.

Finally, events are presented by the coincidence proces-
sor to the data acquisition software for further online pro-
cessing. Saturation of the data path from the coincidence
processor to the acquisition system will occur if the total
rate exceeds a finite bandwidth. To account for this last
source of losses, trues and randoms are rescaled according
to:

if

where NBWL is the total event rate at which saturation of
the data acquisition bandwidth occurs.

111. VALIDATION OF THE MODEL

All the ingredients are now present to evaluate the total
count rate and signal-to-noise ratio in a septaless ring to-
mograph as a function of specific activity in the aperture.
Equation (5) gives the rate of single events. A',, escaping
the phantom. Similarly, equation (6) gives the rate of true
coincidences. A',ruf,• The random coincidence rate. A'r.
is derived from the single event rate using equation (8).
while multiples are evaluated in much the same way ac-
cording to equations (9) and (10). Single event losses oc-
curring because of the integration time of the block de-
tector and the processing by the buckets are accounted
for by rescaling the detection efficiency according to equa-
tions (11) and (12). True and random coincidences are
further reduced by losses in the coincidence processor and
the saturation of the acquisition system bandwidth. Ob-
served rates are then given by equations (13) and (15).

The first two columns of Table 1 list all the input param-
eters necessary to the model along with their definitions.
A one letter tag appears with the parameter symbol to
indicate whether its value is specified(s), calculated(c). or
fitted(f) to the data. The only fitted parameter is f,/,r.

To validate the approach, we chose to compare the rates
of trues, randoms and multiples predicted by the model
to those measured with a standard phantom of 20 cm di-
ameter and 20 cm length filled with active water in the
FOV of an ECAT-953B [11] as well as of an EXACT HR
PLUS [12]. The third and fourth columns of Table 1 give
the values of the model inputs adopted to describe these
scanners operated in 3-D mode. The last column refers
to a hypothetical EXACT HR PLUS for which the block
detectors would be made of LSO as opposed to BGO and
will be further discussed in the next section.

For all parameters tagged with an "s", a value could be
found from the 953B or HR PLUS technical specifications
available in the literature [11, 9, 13, 14] or directly from
the manufacturer [12].

In addition to obvious geometrical differences, the 953B
and EXACT HR PLUS are quite distinct in the architec-
ture of their coincidence units. In the 953B, the coinci-
dence processor can be understood as a matrix for which
rows (R) and columns (C) correspond to the address of
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Parameter
td{%) c
RVh (cm) s
Lph (cm) s
Za (cm) s
Rd (cm) s
Ps°
Pi
/ £ « . , C
P1 r
P2 r
M6uck S

"pa.. S

ritici s
fltvipl S

Tccnc (ns) S

f < h , ( ^ ) f

TMocfc (ns) s

"Mock 5
lirmj S

"tin s

Tbur.k (ns) s

Tp, oc (ns) S

np,oc

SBWL (MHZ) S

Definition
detection efficiency

phantom radius
phantom length

axial extent
ring radius

unscattered single probability
scattered single probability
unscattered true probability

single scatter true probability
double scatter true probability
number of transaxial buckets

number of bucket pairs in coincidence
number of buckets excluded from coincidence

number of allowed triple coincidences
coincidence window width

threshold or packing efficiency
block integration time

number of blocks
number of rings

number of blocks per bucket
bucket clock period

coincidence processor clock period
number of coincidence processor units

acquisition system saturation bandwidth

953B
94.4
10
20

10.7
38

0.3730
0.0974
0.1021
0.0589
0.0065

12
30
7

200
12
87

700
96
2

4
256
256

4

1.95

HR+(BGO)
94.4

10
20

15.2
41.3

0.3628 (0.3302)
0.1166 (0.1061)

0.0960
0.0442
0.0047

24
60
19
0
12
89

700
288

1
12

256
0
1

2.6

HR+(LSO)
91.8

10
20

15.2
41.3

0.3397
0.1092
0.0836
0.0388
0.0044

24
60
19
0

12
89
80
288

1

12
256

0
1

2.6

Table 1: Input parameters to the count rate model along with their specified or estimated values for the ECAT-953B. the
EXACT HR PLUS and a hypothetical EXACT HR PLl'S made of LSO. A one letter tag appears with the parameter symbol to
indicate whether the value is specified(s). calculated)c). or fitted(f) to the data.

buckets. A coincidence is defined by a pair of bucket ad-
dresses (R.C). The total number of such pairs is given by
equation (7). It follows from that matrix design that the
number of possible triple coincidences, ntriPi- is given by
summing the number of elements in the matrix that share
a common row or column with a given bucket pair [9]. To
reduce the load at the coincidence processor, there are al-
together four. nproc — 4, units; one for each possible pair
of rings in the scanner. On the other hand, the EXACT
HR PLUS benefits from a more advanced coincidence pro-
cessor. In this design [14], optimal usage of the available
bandwidth makes the coincidence unit virtually lossless.
This is achieved by saving any extra event for a free clock
cycle when more than one valid coincidence is presented
to the processor. Furthermore, saving all possible pairs of
coincident singles obviates the need to monitor the multi-
ples. In our model, this sophisticated coincidence processor
is simply accounted for by setting n t r i p i=0 in equations (9)
and (10) as well as by taking npT0C = 1 and rproc = 0 in
equation (13). Finally, the HR PLUS also benefits from
a higher saturation bandwidth with NBWL = 2.6 MHz
compared to 1.95 MHz in the 953B.

A Monte Carlo simulation was used to evalu-
ate the values of the survival probability factors
P°. P,1. P° r u e j , /Vrue>,and Pt

2
ruct. This simulation was ini-

tially introduced in [15] where it was shown to reproduce
the position resolution measured with a point source at the

center and at the edge of the ECAT-953B FOV. In [16].
the same simulation was further shown to accurately re-
produce the scatter fractions reported in [11] for the same
scanner, using a water filled phantom of 20 cm diameter
and 20 cm length. Here, to evaluate the survival proba-
bilities the simulation was simply modified to count the
number of single and coincident photons generated in the
phantom and reaching the detectors in the presence or ab-
sence of Compton scattering in its volume. Values of the
probability factors were obtained by averaging the ratio of
counts with and without scattering over the entire phan-
tom volume and tomograph FOV.

As discussed in [16] the detailed modeling of the inter-
actions of photons in the detectors is crucial in accounting
for the acceptance of scattered events when the scanner is
operated with a given lower energy discriminator thresh-
old . The survival probabilities of Table 1 hence also ac-
count for the energy resolution and a lower discriminator
threshold of 380 keV in the 953B [11] and 350 keV in the
HR PLUS [12]. In the case of the LSO based EXACT
HR PLUS, values of the survival probabilities were com-
puted by replacing BGO with LSO in the simulation of
the interaction of photons in the detectors. Values of the
cross-sections for the photoelectric and Compton interac-
tions were calculated with GEANT [17]. An energy resolu-
tion of 12% at 511 keV was realistically assumed for block
detectors made of LSO.
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Figure 2(a) presents, as a function of specific activity,
comparisons of the measured count rates for random, true
and multiple events in the ECAT-953B to that predicted
by our approach. The total rate of equation (14) is also
compared. The data are borrowed from [11]. The only
free parameter. iu,r- was adjusted to match the measured
true count rate at low specific activity. A good agreement
was obtained with (thr = 87%. As the impact of energy
thresholding is here readily included in the scattering sur-
vival probabilities, this value of (thr mainly accounts for
the packing fraction of the scanner. Once (thr is fixed, the
rates of true, random and multiple events are entirely con-
strained. Given the simplicity of our model the agreement
is very good.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the measured count rates for ran-
doms, trues, multiples and totals to those predicted by our
analytical model for the ECAT-953B (a) and the EXACT HR
PLUS (b).

Figure 2(b) presents comparisons of the measured count
rates with those predicted by our model for the EXACT
HR PLUS. The data is from [12]. For the EXACT HR
PLUS, the measured true count rate at low activity was
best matched with Uhr — 89%.

Unlike the 953B, the measured ratio of randoms to trues
is overestimated by about 10% with our model of the EX-
ACT HR PLUS. A likely explanation for this lies in the
evaluation of the scattering survival factors. By averaging
the attenuation of photons over all possible polar angles
in the FOV, one does not accurately reproduce the sorting
of events in limited acquisition planes. At the sacrifice of
simplicity, this discrepancy could potentially be corrected
by evaluating the scattering correction factors as a func-

tion of polar angle and averaging them over the acquisition
planes of the EXACT HR PLUS. We instead chose to find
the adjustments on P,° and P] necessary to match the
measured true to random ratio of the EXACT HR PLUS
at high activity. The corrected values are given in paren-
theses in the fourth column of Table 1. In the next section.
the impact of this correction will be quoted as a systematic
uncertainty.

A. Losses in the 953B and the HR PLUS

The explicit parameterization of dead time losses given
by equations (11) to (15) for each level of the acquisition
stream provides insight about the relative sources of event
losses for a given tomograph data acquisition architecture.
Such insight in turn allows one to rapidly assess a potential
modification to the tomograph architecture and to evalu-
ate its impact on the scanner count rate performances.
Figure 3 illustrates well this point by comparing the oc-
currences of losses in the 953B (a) and the EXACT HR
PLUS (b).

Here, the losses in the detectors, buckets or coincidence
processors were simply calculated from an expression of the
form L — 1 —/. where / is one of the dead time correction
factors in equations (11) to (13) with TbiCCk = 700 nsec.
Ttuck = 256 nsec and rproc — 256 or 0 nsec respectively.
Note that, as defined, the detector and bucket losses are
those found in the rate of single events. True or random
events consequently suffer a loss of 1 - f2 in the detectors
or buckets. Losses calculated for the coincidence processor
of the 953B readily apply to the trues and randoms. No
losses are associated with the coincidence processor of the
HR PLUS given its lossless design.

Examining first the impact of the detectors, one real-
izes that losses at this level are always dominant in the
953B, while they are significantly reduced in the EXACT
HR PLUS. This is easily understood from equation (11)
with a decrease by a factor 4/9 in the incident single rate
per block, Nt{cd)/nbiock, between the two scanners. This
reduction was accomplished by using 3 times more blocks
of smaller size to cover a geometrical acceptance that was
increased by only 4/3 in the ratio Zd/R.4. As a result at
specific activity of 1 /iCi/ml, the detector losses in the HR
PLUS are only 58% of those in the 953B and no longer
dominate the overall system losses.

The losses at the bucket level are determined by the
change ('d —f e'J prescribed by equation (12). Single event
losses at that level are found to be 1.5 times higher in the
HR PLUS than in the 953B at 1 fiCi/ml. Hence the suc-
cessful reduction of detector losses accomplished by using
a larger number of small detectors does not go without a
toll at the bucket level. Overall in the HR PLUS, each
bucket is confronted at its input by a single rate per block,
N>(t'd)/nbtock, that is 56% of that found in the 953B at 1
/iCi/ml. However, each bucket has to deal with three times
the number of blocks, resulting in this increase of bucket
losses.
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Figure .'•$: The predicted percentage of losses associated with
the detectors, buckets and coincidence processor respectively in
the ECAT-953B (a) and the EXACT HR PLUS (b).

to account for the statistical noise of the random events
acquired and subtracted by the delayed coincidence win-
dow method. In evaluating equation (16) for the 953B.
multiples formed by the coincidence of a single event with
a true, scattered or unscattered; or with a random were
subtracted from <,„„«,«,')• "Ic<x««i) and n'T(('£).

For the EXACT HR PLUS the values of the saturation
activity and maximum NEC are given using the survival
probability factors initially predicted by our Monte Carlo
calculation as well as, in parentheses, with corrected val-
ues of P° and P}. Using the corrected values leads to an
increase of 15% on the maximum NEC and 14% on the
saturation activity predicted by our model. This is taken
as representative of the systematic uncertainty to be ex-
pected on the model's NEC prediction.

The results presented in Table 2 indicate only a marginal
gain from the exchange BGO -f LSO in the HR PLUS de-
sign. The reduction of single event losses realized by using
Tbiock — 80 nsec to exploit the faster scintillation decay
time of LSO translates into an increase of the saturation
activity from 0.57 /vCi/ml to 0.76 /iCi/tnl; a gain equivalent
to that realized from the 953B to the HR PLUS. However,
no significant gain is achieved in the maximum NEC as
the exchange BGO—fLSO does not increase the sensitiv-
ity and the timing specifications of the buckets and of the
coincidence processor were kept unchanged.

IV. USING LSO FOR THE EXACT HR PLUS
SCANNER

Following the validation of the model and discussion of the
dominant source of event losses presented in section III.,
we investigated the impact of implementing block detectors
made of LSO in the fabrication of the EXACT HR PLUS
scanner. In seeking the consequences and full potential of
the exchange BGO -+• LSO on the HR PLUS performances,
we not only examined the obvious benefit of using this fast
scintillator to reduce event losses at the detector level but
also assessed possible modifications to the remainder of the
event data acquisition.

Table 2 first shows the evolution, as predicted by our
model, of the count rate performances from the ECAT-
953B, the EXACT HR PLUS and finally to an hypotheti-
cal EXACT HR PLUS with block detectors made of LSO.
Input parameters necessary to model the LSO made HR
PLUS were given in Table 1. The scanners are compared
in terms of three standard figures of merit, namely the sen-
sitivity, the activity at which their NEC saturates and the
maximum NEC reached at that saturation activity. Here,
the NEC was calculated according to the expression:

NEC = (16)

niock (ns)
nuck (ns)
Tcoinc (ns)
sensitivity
saturation activity
maximum NEC

953B
700
256
12

0.98
0.34
35

HR+
700
256
12

1.66
0.57(0.65)
118(136)

HR+(LSO)
80

256
12

1.38
0.76
120

This expression applies only to the total rate of true events,
and carries an extra factor of 2 for the randoms in order

Table 2: Sensitivity (MHz//jCi/ml) saturation activ-
ity (/iCi/ml) and maximum NEC (kHz) predicted by our model
for the ECAT-953B and the EXACT HR PLUS geometries with
BGO or LSO detector.

Additional gains in the saturation activity and maxi-
mum NEC of an LSO based EXACT HR PLUS can be
further achieved by reducing the event losses at the bucket
level. This can be done by either reducing the number of
block detectors per bucket, nbibk, or alternatively by re-
ducing their processing clock period, TW*-

Figure 4 presents the NEC rate as a function of activity
predicted by our model for the EXACT HR PLUS with
LSO and with values of 7fcucfc decreasing from 256. to 128
and 64 nsec. For the full lines, the number of blocks per
bucket, ribibk, the width of the coincidence window, rcc,inc.
and the saturation bandwidth NBWL were all kept to their
specified values in the last column of Table 1; while for the
dashed lines NBWL was set to 1 GHz and was always well
above the total count rate at saturation of the NEC.

Reducing the bucket processing clock cycle indeed re-
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to the values in the last column of Table 1.
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Figure 4: NEC curves for the EXACT HR PLUS with varying
bucket processing periods. T(,uck-

suits in significant increases of the saturation activity and
maximum NEC. However, as depicted by the full lines,
the NEC is bounded by an inverse curve at high activ-
ity. This curve is set by the randoms which rapidly dom-
inate over the trues to saturate the bandwidth of the
data acquisition system. The dashed curves show that
the NEC will not reach its maximum with faster buck-
ets unless the saturation bandwidth is also increased. For
a value of TbucA = 128 (64)..- the NEC will reach a maxi-
mum of 152(182) kHz at an activity of 1.09 (1.51) /iCi/ml
provided the data acquisition bandwidth is higher than
A'BH\L=3.1 (5.8) MHz.

The higher light yield of LSO compared to BGO has
been demonstrated to lead to timing resolution in the sub-
nanosecond regime by using either phototubes or large area
avalanche photodiodes [18, 19]. The suppression of ran-
dom events through a reduction of the coincidence window,
TCoinc, therefore also counts among the promising ways of
increasing the maximum NEC reached in an LSO based
wholebody tomograph.

Figure 5 presents the calculated values of the maximum
NEC rates and saturation activities reached in an LSO
based HR PLUS as a function of the coincidence window
width, rC0inc, from 600 psec to 12 nsec. Results are pre-
sented for three possible values of the bucket processing
period, 7fcuefc, namely 256, 128 and 64 nsec. The results
were obtained by assuming a saturation bandwidth, NBWL

of 1 GHz. All other inputs to the model are in accordance
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Figure 5: (a) Calculated values of maximum NEC rates as
a function of the coincidence window width for three possible
choices of the bucket processing clock period in an EXACT
HR PLUS with LSO. (b) Calculated values of corresponding
saturation activities as a function of the coincidence window
width.

The results readily indicate significant improvements to
the maximum NEC that follow from the suppression of
randoms possible with the good timing resolution of LSO.
Considering buckets operating at Tbuck = 128 nsec. one
typically observes an increase by a factor 1.9 of the maxi-
mum NEC when the coincidence window is reduced from
12 nsec to 4 nsec. The saturation activity increases accord-
ingly by a factor 1.6 over that range. Operating with these
specifications require a saturation bandwidth NBWL only
above 2.8 MHz. This saturation rate is to be compared to
that of 3.1 MHz necessary to operate with rcoinc = 12 nsec
at the same bucket speed. Ultimately, one can specu-
late that the bucket speed and coincidence window width
could be pushed to 64 nsec and 600 psec respectively. In
that case one realizes a gain of a factor 7.5 and 6.6 re-
spectively on the maximum NEC and saturation activity
compared to the nominal case of r^uek — 256 nsec and
'"coinc = 1 2 nsec presented in Table 2. Due to the strong
random suppression, the saturation bandwidth of the data
acquisition system would have to be increased to no more
than NBWL = 4.5 MHz to sustain the operation of an LSO
HR PLUS with these specifications.
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study we investigated the impact of using detectors
made of LSO on the count rate performances of wholebody
PET scanners. To that end. we developed a simple com-
putational model that predicts the prompt and random
contributions to the total event rate in septaless ring PET
tomographs.

Special care was paid to describing count losses occur-
ring in each element of the acquisition system typical of
the EC AT tomographs. Dead time losses in the detectors
and in the subsequent stages of the acquisition were explic-
itly decoupled from one another and all taken from known
design specifications of the scanner. Dead time factors of
the detectors, the buckets and the coincidence processor
were all calculated from specified values of their respec-
tive processing clock cycle. The model was shown to fit
the true, random and multiple count rates measured with
a standard 20x20 cm cylindrical phantom in the FOY of
the ECAT-953B and the EXACT HR PLUS scanners. A
good agreement was obtained up to specific activities of 2.5
/vCi/ml. We then investigated the implications of imple-
menting detectors made of LSO in the EXACT HR PLUS
scanner geometry and data acquisition architecture.

The results indicate that only replacing BGO by the
faster LSO does not lead to an increased NEC rate of that
scanner. Significant gains in the NEC can be realized at
the cost of fasier buckets, a reduced coincidence window
width, and a larger bandwidth of the data acquisition sys-
tem. One could realistically increase the NEC by a factor
2.5 using a 4 nsec coincidence window width with buckets
operating on a 128 nsec clock cycle and a data acquisition
that can sustain a total rate of 2.8 MHz. Further reduc-
ing the coincidence window width in the subnanosecond
regime was shown to lead to a large increase of the NEC
through random suppression. One would achieve a gain of
a factor 7.5. if the coincidence window and bucket clock cy-
cle could be pushed to 600 psec and 64 nsec respectively.
This strong suppression of the random rate also has the
advantage of keeping the total load of the data acquisition
system to no more than 4.5 MHz.

Finally, in this study, the potential engineering problems
raised by the implementation of LSO detectors were left
unaddressed. We chose from the onset to cover a wide set
of possible specifications for the detector front-end and co-
incidence window timing without questioning their actual
feasibility. One easily realizes that innovative solutions
may now be required at all levels of the event processing
chain to fulfill the full potentials of LSO in a PET scanner.
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